12.30 - 2.00pm
Tuesday 19 May
Oceans Institute Seminar Room G.05, corner Fairway Street and Edwards Street

Abstract

This 90 minute workshop will provide participants with a much needed space for reflection in an otherwise hectic schedule and specifically enable them to:

- Reflect on their role as educators within the disciplines of engineering, computing and mathematics
- Share and develop approaches which can enhance their students learning outcomes
- Consider ways in which the Faculty might better support them in these aims
- Create a short action report of recommendations for FASE to present to the Education committee and/or Academic Council
- Learn new approaches to facilitate discussions using open space technology and critical conversation techniques

All FASE members are particularly invited to come and share their thoughts and interests but everyone is welcome. Note: attendance at events such as this will count towards your FASE membership application.

Speaker

Professor Caroline Baillie

Caroline is the Chair of Engineering Education and Director of FASE for the Faculty of Engineering, Computing and Mathematics.

Before coming to Perth, Caroline was Chair of Engineering Education Research and Development at Queens University Canada, as well as Professor in Dept. Chemical Engineering, Education development lecturer at Imperial College UK, as well as lecturer in Dept. Materials Engineering, lecturer in Dept. Mechanical Engineering at the University of Sydney and Deputy Director of the Materials Subject centre, part of the Learning and Teaching support network in the UK.

Notes for participants

RSVP:
Please register your attendance to fase-ecm@uwa.edu.au by Wednesday 13 May

There will be a light lunch, refreshments and an opportunity to network informally from 12.30pm followed by the presentation.